ABSENCE
from Latin absentia, from absens, present participle of abesse "be away,"
from ab- "away" + esse "to be."

ABSENCE

Old field maps suggest a mill that is no longer here.
Barns and flax and hemp sheds are gone. So too are the cottages of
farm labourers, a stone mason, a blacksmith and their lacemaking
womenfolk are gone.
Where once there were some 20 resident families, now there are none.
The chapel’s roof, rood beam and carved stone corbels are gone.
The sheepwash lies unused.
A mile or so of land between the clifftop and the sea has been lost
since Celtic tribes lived here in the Bronze Age.
The map of 1809 shows a road that is no longer there on the map of
1898.
This is a hamlet that lost its way.

WHERE DORSET MEETS DEVON
There is a path all the way along the cliffs — over West Cliff, down
again to Eype mouth, round Thorncombe Beacon, among the tumuli,
over Dog-house Hill and Ridge Cliff — from West Bay to Seatown. It is
a fine bracing tramp, but if you are game for more the real climb is yet to
come. Giant Golden Cap looms ahead, six hundred feet high, and you
will lose the path before you get to the top.
For the path is not so brave as you. Half way up the slope it slinks inland
and joins a lane which goes behind the Titan's back, between him and his
neighbour Langdon Hill. This also is a pleasant road to follow, and a
solitary. If when you get to the crossroads you keep the westward way,
you will get to tiny Upcot and thence, if you like, back to the coast near
the summit of Cain's Folly. If you turn northward you will come to
Morecombelake. In either case you will be skirting the unkempt
Chardown Hill. So you will if from Morecombelake you follow the old
track, instead of the nice new road, to Charmouth and Lyme. Not only
will you skirt Chardown, but you will go sheer over Stonebarrow Hill
and get a splendid view. For the land will drop, drop from your feet right
down to the Char, and you will be able to follow its course up the
Marshwood Valley.
But these are hypotheses; it is with the great fact of Golden Cap that I am
concerned. Well, as I was saying, I lost the path. So I scrambled straight
upwards till I reached the top. There I rested and looked round. On either
side the edge of the land rose and fell, first the grey face of a cliff, then a
green dip with a town in it, as is the fashion all along this coast. Portland
Island bounded my view on the east, Beer Head (I think) on the west.
Inland I seemed to be looking over half a county, where all the greens of
the world were gathered for review. Just at my feet lay St. Gabriel's farm,
and near by, forlorn in the corner of a field, the shards of the old church.
It is a lonely parish, Stanton St. Gabriel. Its thousand acres hold but fifty
souls. On its seaward edge, one might be in a deserted land, alone with
rabbits and crows.
That is to say, as far as the sight of humanity goes.

WHERE DORSET MEETS DEVON
Between Seatown and Charmouth I do not think that I saw a man. But
there must be few places in England where one is for long out of hearing
of civilisation. Sometimes, when one is alone in a wide country, one
hears far off the voices of men, sometimes bells ringing, and always the
distant barking of dogs. But these sounds only intensify the sense of
loneliness.
It is rough going, the descent from Golden Cap along the Wear Cliffs. At
one point I found myself in a deep gully which, in bad weather, would
probably carry a brave torrent, and had to scramble up the wet clay slope
on the other side. Such incidents delayed my progress, and the sun was
already sinking behind Lyme. Cain's Folly still lay between me and
Charmouth, holding I knew not what terrors. So the next time these
inhospitable cliffs showed an inclination to deposit me on the beach I
took them at their word, and made the rest of my heavy way to
Charmouth through the shingle. As a matter of fact, if I had only
persevered up Cain's Folly I should have found a path. But I did not
know that.
It was quite dark by the time I reached Charmouth, but the rest of my
journey was on a good road, and soon the sprinkled lights of Lyme
became my visible encouragement.

Francis Bickley
Where Dorset Meets Devon, London, Constable, 1911

BC 2000
The prehistory of South West Dorset is poorly understood. There is
evidence of a local Bronze Age population. Some of them (probably their
leaders) were buried in mounds on top of Golden Cap. Their settlements
would have been in the valleys – perhaps here in Stanton or in Chideock.
At that time the landscape was probably dominated by oak wildwoods
and the sea lay perhaps a mile further away than it does now.
Charcoal was found in the burial bounds – it was used to smelt tin and
copper to make bronze, from which our ancestors made swords,
jewellery, axes and tools.
BC 500
By this time some of the wildwood had been cleared (the wood was
burnt for charcoal and the cleared land became available for growing
other crops or for pasture).
AD 43
After the Roman invasion, Legio II Augusta (the 2nd Augustan legion)
advanced along the channel coast – intent on bringing every little port
and inlet under their control. In Dorset they met stiff resistance from the
Celtic inhabitants, but the Romans were better equipped and supplied
and had long experience of siege warfare.
The route of the Roman Road from Eastern England to Exeter this side of
Bridport is not known. It probably went different ways at different times.
But Roman roads probably passed through Chideock, over Stonebarrow
and past Hogchester Farm near Charmouth. Less than a mile away, the
name Coldharbour suggests a Roman settlement, as do clumps of sweet
chestnut trees on Stonebarrow. Roman soldiers must have visited
Stanton, clattering down the road from Morcombelake or out of
Chideock, along Pettycrate Lane, round Langdon Hill and down the
deep cut track behind the chapel. But West Dorset “remained a
backwater as far as the civilising influence of Rome was concerned.”
1066
Sometime in the 20 years after the Norman Conquest, William I gave
Stanton to his brother, the Count of Mortain. Domesday Book records a
manor here, 12 farms and at least 400 acres of arable land.

1240
There is the first written record of the chapel at this time and evidence
that the population was high and the village flourishing. There were
now around 30 farms in the area.
1348
The Black Death heralded a time of falling population and increasing
poverty in many places. With its access to the sea and fish, Stanton may
have been spared some of the hunger experienced elsewhere.
1558
Open fields in neighbouring Chideock were enclosed by the lords of the
manor, leading to the loss of common rights and hardship for many
ordinary people. The same probably happened at Stanton.
1642
The start of the Civil War began a time of new uncertainty in the area,
which had already suffered because it was a bastion of Roman
Catholicism at a time when that faith was forbidden. Land changed
hands frequently; buildings were destroyed in the fighting or razed to
the ground as a punishment and a warning to others. By 1664 there were
only 15 farms in the area.
1750
The start of more enclosures and the beginning of the disappearance of
many of the orchards in the area.
1796
Start of the Napoleonic War, which meant the construction of a
Signalling Station on the top of Golden Cap, which afterwards became a
Preventive Station for the use of Customs Officers in their struggle to
control smuggling in the area. A report of the time said that a 9lb cannon
and a small watch-house was needed here to defend this section of coast
from a Napoleonic invasion.
Around this time, the chapel fell into disrepair and most of the
remaining population moved away, leaving only the farmsteads and
continuing smuggling.

The High Road and The Hollow Way

Pettycrate Lane, like the lane behind the ruined chapel and like
Smugglers’ Path over the valley at Westhay Farm, is cut so deep into
the land, between such high hedges, that the Excise men would have
had no chance of seeing the smugglers passing, by day or night.
Where the Romans took their roads up high, along ridges and the
brows of hills, to avoid ambush, the smugglers took the low path to
avoid detection.
And with their horses’ hooves wrapped in canvas, the smugglers
could also go unheard.

Ownership
Ownership was a complicated affair. In 1086, at the time of the
Domesday Book, “Staunton” belonged to Robert, Count of Mortain,
but was “held” by Alvred Pincerna (Robert’s cupbearer). Alvred was
a Saxon, not a Norman, name. Presumably Alvred had been helpful
to the Normans on their arrival, which could have made him
unpopular with other Saxon families who had fought against the
Normans and lost their menfolk in the process.
Alvred held the manor at
Stanton (the manor house was
probably on the site of the large
brick house now let as holiday
cottages), a large amount of land
(including 2½ leagues – about 8
miles - of pasture), 5 serfs (who
were effectively slaves), 3
villeins and 8 bordars (who also belonged to their feudal lord, but
some of whom also could work their own land and choose whom to
marry).
However, even this arrangement must have been further complicated
by the fact that Alvred also held land in Loders (the other side of
Bridport), Somerset, Sussex, Yorkshire, Devon, Cornwall, Northants
and Buckinghamshire. That would certainly have made him an
absentee landlord, who would have delegated affairs at Stanton St
Gabriel to someone lower down the feudal chain.
For two hundred years after the Norman Conquest, Stanton was
owned by a succession of absentee lords including Joan, the sister of
Henry III, the Abbess of Tarrant and Richard de Bolonia.

Surely, this must have been an unsettling arrangement for the
residents, who found themselves handed on with the other goods
and chattels.
A charter of 1238 shows that Joan,
Queen of Scotland (right), held:
“… one hundred and twelve acres and a
half in Stanton… with the villeins and all
that goes with them being William
Attebrigg, Richard Sebern, William West,
Thomas Dalket, Richard Prikes, Robert
Eleyne, Gilbert Wet, Roger Dispensar,
Gilbert Brid, Richard Slibern and Martin
de Staunton and twenty two croftmen and
a meadow at Hilton and twenty nine acres
of meadow in the marsh…”
However, from the 13th century on,
while the land in neighbouring
Chideock was held as a unit by a
succession of wealthy families for
centuries, the land at Stanton became
divided between a number of smaller farmers and landowners.
The land in Stanton changed hands often and was not consolidated
again until the 19th century. The small landowners of Chideock did
not marry into the grander families that owned Chideock.

War
As well as the Golden Cap signalling station and a 9lb cannon (if it
ever arrived), the Napoleonic war brought huge profits for the net
and ropemakers of Bridport.

So it was that in 1810 the Gundry family of Bridport reinvested those
profits and bought Gabriel’s Farm, and others like it, where the hemp
and flax they needed for their manufacturing businesses were grown.
For a while, flax would have turned the fields around Stanton blue in
the early summer while, in September, the nearby fields would have
been strewn with newly-harvested hemp (THC was entirely absent
from the hemp grown for rope-making).

Change
The landscape and its inhabitants became used to change.
Landowners came and went, as the language changed from Celtic to
Latin to Saxon to Norman French to Anglo-Saxon to something that
slowly came to resemble contemporary English.
The woodlands were cut down and the fields ploughed. Corn was
almost certainly ground in a small mill by the stream below the
chapel.
At times, for example after the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846,
farmers shifted suddenly to raising sheep and cattle as growing grain
became unproductive. This meant fewer farm labourers were needed,
fewer carters and wainwrights, fewer millers, wheelwrights and

blacksmiths. As the workforce moved to the towns to find work in
the mills and ropeworks, so cottages in the countryside crumbled,
thatched roofs collapsed and the shape of the landcsape changed
again.
Other changes ensued as new uses were found for kelp in glass
making (leading to the regular harvesting of the seaweed below
Golden Cap).
Furze-cutting (cutting the gorse to use as a domestic fuel and a
winter feed for cattle) had been practised in this area for centuries – it
is vividly described in Thomas Hardy’s Return of the Native. But it
became suddenly
redundant with
the arrival of more
convenient fuels.
Similarly, as the
steep and difficult
BridportAxminster road
was regularly
improved and rerouted in the 18th
and 19th centuries,
villages that had
depended on the
old road for their
subsistence could
easily lose out.
The Ship Inn at
Morcombelake,
had fed and
accommodated

judges, officials and other users of the main coach road from London
to Exeter for many years. But it became, by 1769, an obscure alehouse
almost overnight as the horse-drawn coaches hurried past on the
new turnpike without the need for an overnight stop.
By the late 18th century, the chapel at Stanton St Gabriel was used
only once a month. Music for services was supplied by the church
band from Whitchurch "who marched over with their instruments,
with the Parson riding his horse".
In 1841 a new chapel was built on the coach road to the north in
Morcombelake.
The Reverend T. Worthington, curate of Chideock, writing in 1880,
said that within the memory of his older parishioners the old chapel
had been a "receiving house for smuggled kegs". Tubs of brandy,
tobacco and silks from France were rowed ashore on the quiet
deserted beaches at St. Gabriel's Mouth where a rough track up
through the gully made a convenient route for carrying the
contraband goods to the disused chapel.

EARTHQUAKE
Much of West Dorset’s coast suffered an earthquake at
3:35am on the first Tuesday of October in 1863.
“The rumbling sound was accompanied by a violent shaking
of beds, like the passing of a heavy wagon at a short
distance, that lasted about two seconds. Some thought that
thieves had broken in; others awoke dizzy. The main
oscillation was from east to west with a secondary motion of
a whirling nature, producing feelings of dazed terror.
Strong doors jumped open from their catches. The shock was
most violent at Burton Bradstock, Bridport Harbour,
Chideock, Charmouth and Lyme Regis. The fright was
considerable though a violent shock in the early hours of the
morning comes upon a populace deeply removed from the
cares of this world. Even a great noise then is only
comparable to a horse rearing in the afternoon, it being
impossible to gauge the magnitude of the disaster. Inland the
effects were less perceptible…”

Marriages
There were 24 marriages in 36 years from 1703. A licence was required if
neither person was a resident of the parish or if the couple did not wish to
wait three weeks for the banns to be read…
1703 George HODDER of Stanton St Gabriel’s & Mary TAYLOR of Whitechurch
Canonicorum 28-Feb "were married in the Chappell of Stanton St Gabriel"
1704 William BULL of Lyme Regis & Mary ROBINSON of Stanton St Gabriel 28-May
"were married in the Chappell of Stanton St Gabriel" by licence
1707 William RYALL & Jane ROBINSON both of Stanton St Gabriel 04-Nov by licence
1710 William WALBRIDGE & Joan WOODCOCK of St Gabriel 01-Jun "married there"
1716 Lancelot JORDAN of Bridport & Mary JONES of Lyme Regis 19-Sep "were married
in the Chappell of Stanton St Gabriel" by licence
1718 George UDDALL of Netherbury & Anne TRENT of Stanton St Gabriel 12-May "were
married in the Chappell of Stanton St Gabriel"
1718 Samuel HALLET resident in this parish & Susanna HODDER of Stanton St Gabriel
04-Dec "married in ye chapel of Gabriels"
1721 George HODDER of Stanton St Gabriels & Elizabeth AKERMAN 17-Oct "mar. in ye
chappell of Gabriel" by Licence
1722 Henry MARSH of Loders & Martha HODDER of Stanton St Gabriel ~ 28-Jan
1724 Samuel CHAMP & Elizabeth WOODROWE of St Gabriel 22-Aug ~ “in ye chappel"
1725 John TREVET of Charmouth & Susanna SLADER of Stanton St Gabriel 30-Mar "mar.
in ye chappel there"
1725 Isaac GREAT of Stanton St Gabriels & Joanna HODDER of Bradpole ~ 03-May
1726 Samuel MILLER & Mary CRISDE of Bettiscombe 30-May "mar.in the Chappell of
Stanton St Gabriel"
1729 James ROSITER of Lyme & Anne WALBRIDGE of Stanton St Gabriel ~ 22-Apr
1729 Robert ROBERTS of Whitechurch & Mary HARRIS of Stanton St Gabriel ~ 26-Apr
1729 Mr Nathaniel PAYNE of Ottery St Mary & Mrs Anne COLBERT 08-May "were
married in ye chappell of Gabriel" by Licence
1730 John HOOPER of Stanton St Gabriels & Mary HODDER of Whitechurch ~ 04-May
1730 John GAME jun. of Whitechurch & Rachel HODDER of Stanton St Gabriel ~ 17-May
1731 John HIND of Litton Cheney & Mary WAKELY of Stanton St Gabriel ~ 11-Jun
1738 John DIMENT & Elizabeth TIZZARD of Whitechurch 09-Apr ~ at Stanton St Gabriels
1738 Henry FOSSE of Chideock & Mary BROWN of Chideock 26-Jul ~ Stanton St Gabriels
1738 John DIMMONT of Stanton St Gabriels & Sarah YOUNG of Chideock ~ 21-Sep
1738 Ralph HODDER & Elizabeth LAWRENCE 15-Jan mar. at Stanton St Gabriels
1739 John KEEPING of Bridport & Thaumazin LOCKETT of Bridport 08-Apr ~ at Gabriels

100 years later, in the 1841 census, there were still Hodders, Harrises and Diments
in the parish, but the other families have gone.

Puzzles
31st July 2009
The Coastguard’s Initial Response Team was tasked to investigate
‘fierce’ cattle that had harassed a group of walkers using the coast path
between Westhay Farm and St Gabriel’s. No problems were found.
831 AD
According to legend, St Wite, the patron saint of Whitchurch, was killed
by the Vikings during a raid on Charmouth in 831. However, it’s now
clear that the raids that year were not on Charmouth but on the North
Devon coast. St Wite was killed in a raid that never happened.
1800 AD
Local history has it that “due to constant erosion the old coach road that
passed through the village [Stanton St Gabriel] was replaced by a new
turnpike road built further inland, thus isolating the village, the
remaining inhabitants drifted away.” However, whilst there was an
ancient narrow lane from Chideock through Stanton St Gabriel to
Stonebarrow and Charmouth, it can never have been the old coach road.
People abandoned Stanton St Gabriel when a road that never existed
was moved.
Furthermore, in historical records, Stanton St Gabriel almost always
refers to the parish, which stretches almost to Charmouth in the west,
rather than to this hamlet. It has always been a parish of scattered
farmsteads, many of which (Shedbush, Filcombe, Norchard, Upcot,
Westhay, Ridge, Coldharbour, Stonebarrow) still exist in some form.
In its heyday the hamlet may also have had a tiny mill and a handful of
labourers’ cottages besides the manor house, chapel and cottage that
you can still see here. But the problem with the story that the village of
Stanton St Gabriel was abandoned is that there never was a village – just
a large farmstead.

Removal and Bastardy Orders
Parishes were only obliged to look after the poor who were legally
'settled' in their areas. Anyone else who applied for poor relief could be
sent back to their place of lawful settlement (usually the parish where
they were born, had worked or previously received poor relief)..
Once it had been decided by the overseers of the poor and the
magistrates that a person applying for poor relief was legally settled
elsewhere, the magistrates issued a 'removal order'. This authorised the
removal of the non-settled person and his or her dependants to their
place or lawful settlement.
Bastardy orders were used by parishes to try to ensure that they did not
have to look after unsupported mothers or (worse) orphans.

1761: Removal order for Matthew Lock, mason, Anne his wife and Samuel, John
and a third child not yet baptized to Stanton St Gabriel from Charmouth.
1811: Removal order for James Clark, Sarah his wife and Marianne, Eliza and
James their children from Stanton St Gabriel.
1812: Bastardy order relating to William Ched of Stanton St Gabriel, blacksmith
(reputed father) and Mary Norman
1816: removal order for Lazarus Collins, labourer, Mary his wife and Mary their
daughter from Stanton St Gabriel to Charmouth
1822:
1822 Removal order for Samuel Lock and Maria his wife to Stanton St Gabriel.
1822: Removal order for Samuel Lock and Maria his wife from Stanton St
Gabriel not contested by the overseers of the poor.
1824: The churchwardens and overseers of Charmouth accepted responsibility
for Lazarus Collins, his wife and family now residing in Stanton St Gabriel, with
a warrant for the arrest of Lazarus Collins.
1834: Removal order for Samuel Lanyan, Margaret his wife and Thomas, John,
William and Samuel their children from Stanton St Gabriel.

Digory Gordge
Digory Gordge was farming in the parish of Stanton St Gabriel in 1659.
Most likely, he was granted the tenement for his services to Cromwell’s
Parliament. As well as being a farmer, old Digory was a Custom’s agent.
At the age of 79, because the chapel at St Gabriel’s was unconsecrated,
he was buried at Whitchurch Canonicorum on the third Tuesday in
December, 1708.
Young Digory took over his father’s farm and ran it with his wife Ann.
But he only outlived his father by eight years. He was buried at
Whitchurch Canonicorum on the 17th of April, 1716.
Old Digory’s grandson, was born in the parish of Saint Gabriel’s in 1694
and took over the family farm when he was 22. He married his wife Joan
in Chideock four years later and was buried with his father and
grandfather at Whitchurch in 1755. His nephew, Digory Gordge, was
born and died in Charmouth and was prosecuted in 1765 for aiding and
abetting smugglers.
Three generations of Digory Gordges had farmed here for the space of a
hundred years.
In 1784 the nephew’s wife bore a son called Digory Gorge in Charmouth.
He married Martha (a laundress), became the Parish Clerk and died in
1861. They had nine children, of whom the oldest was called Digory
Gordge.

The Chapel
The chapel at one time had
three altars and at least one
piscina (a shallow basin used
for washing communion
vessels) and an aumbry (an
alcove for storing chalices).
The 13th century building
probably stood on the site of
a much earlier building and
it is thought that the chapel
was enlarged in the 15th
century by building new
walls all round the existing
walls and then removing the
original walls.
It originally had two corbels
(stone brackets) carved into
the rather serious-looking
and wide-eyed faces of a man and a woman. The interior would have
been quite brightly painted, at least until the 16th century Reformation.
“I paid a visit to the ruin of Stanton St Gabriel which stands on a broken knoll
over the cart track to the farm about 20 yards from the gate into the yard. The
north and southwalls and east gable were standing, also the south porch, but
the west gable had fallen. A few rafters still upheld red tiles mingled with ivy…
The floor was covered with stone tiling – as it fell I suppose… On the walls are
many coats of coloured washes. By the porch by a heap of fallen wall stood the
fine base of a small cross about one foot cube with fleur-de-lys sort of ornament
on faces and the angle of a drip stone also apparent.”
The Diaries of Reverend C.V. Goddard, 1891

